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Stephan Grundy lived a rich and adventurous life as a writer, scholar, craftsman, 
musician, herbalist and more. He was born in New York City, welcomed by parents 
Scott and Lois Grundy and older sister Pamela. Thanks to Lois, a reading specialist, he 
began learning to read at an early age. His love of words and stories lasted all his life.  
 

Scott Grundy was a world-renowned medical researcher, and his work took the family 
to New York, Arizona and California before they settled in Dallas. A skilled writer, 
woodcarver and harpist, Stephan graduated from Dallas’s Booker T. Washington High 
School for the Performing and Visual Arts in 1985. While in high school, he was 
recognized as one of the best young writers in the nation by the national Arts 
Recognition and Talent Search.  
 

Stephan spent his college years at SMU, where he focused on medieval studies and 
helped to found the still-thriving Medieval Studies Club. He graduated with honors in 
1991, and with the help of his mentor, Dr. Bonnie Wheeler, enrolled in Girton College at 
Cambridge University. His European studies included sojourns at St. Andrews 
University in Scotland, the University of Bonn in Germany, and Uppsala University in 
Sweden. He received his PhD from Cambridge in 1995 with a thesis entitled “The Cult 
of Odinn: God of Death?” 
 

In 1994 he published his first novel, Rhinegold, a comprehensive retelling of the Teutonic 
myths that Richard Wagner made famous through his “Ring Cycle” operas. The book 
became a best seller in Germany and was well received in the United States. He 
subsequently published several other retellings of ancient epics. Attila’s Treasure (1996), 
explored the relationship between Hagan, a character from Rhinegold, and Attila the 
Hun. Gilgamesh (1999) told the story of the legendary Mesopotamian hero. Beowulf 
(2010) recounted the heroic Anglo-Saxon saga. 



Stephan married Melodi Lammond in Cambridge in 1994. The couple decided to settle 
in Ireland, and eventually purchased an eighteenth-century manor house in the Irish 
countryside. In addition to writing novels, Stephan published works on Germanic 
culture and traditions under the pen name Kvelduf Gundarsson, among them Teutonic 
Magic, Teutonic Religion and Amulets, Stones and Herbs: Studies towards Germanic 
Heathenry. He also founded a jewelry business, Oro Jewelry, that specialized in original 
silver designs based on Irish traditions from the Stone Age, the Viking Age, the Book of 
Kells and other sources. Stephan and Melodi were active participants in the Society for 
Creative Anachronism and the Troth, and hosted many events and festivals at their 
home.  
 

Over the years, Stephan became increasingly interested in the natural world and 
especially in herbal healing. Following the example of his father, he enrolled in medical 
school at The Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland, although health issues prevented him 
from completing his degree. At home, he planted a grove of heritage apple trees, grew a 
large herb garden, and kept bees, ducks and geese.  
 

In his memory, the Grundy family has established the Stephan Grundy Endowed Fund 
in Medieval Studies, which supports the Stephan Grundy Annual Lecture in Medieval 
Studies at the Dedman College of Arts and Humanities at SMU.  
 
 

            


